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Matching 

Decisions:

Yes, No, 

Undecided

To make a matching decision is the most important action of the Matching Service user.



The decision must be based on the data fields…



and the general score…



considering the matching score color legend, where green refers to identical data and 
red to absolutely discrepant data.



Information from GBIF concerning the specimens…

https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/1416646482


and the materials citations…

https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/3313897304


as well as from TreatmentBank concerning the treatments, should also be considered 
in the matching decision.

http://treatment.plazi.org/id/03800E70FF9AFF9CFEA3FA5807A4F936


Yes!

It is a Match

If a given “Materials Citation”-“Specimen” pair is a match, select “Yes”.



A large majority of values in the data fields concerning the material citation should be 
identical with the values for the given specimen (indicated in green).



Note, however, that some discrepancies may exist in the data (indicated in red): for 
example, if there are inconsistencies in the representation of catalog numbers.



No!

It is not a Match

If a given “Material Citation”-“Specimen” pair is clearly not a match, select “No”.



Several values in the data fields concerning the materials citation are usually different 
from the values for the given specimen (indicated in red or orange).



Note, however, that certain overlaps in the data usually exist (indicated in green), 
otherwise the given “Materials Citation”-“Specimen” pair would not have been 
suggested as a potential match in the first place.



Also, some fields that refer to completely different data may show up in yellow or 
light green color due to apparent similarities.



Undecided!

It is not a Match

If you are unsure whether a given “Material Citation”-“Specimen” pair is a match, do not 
take any decision (tick neither “Yes” nor “No”).



Some values in the data fields concerning the material citation should be identical 
with the values for the given specimen (indicated by green coloring).



Note, however, there is a great amount of missing data…



as well as different data between the fields of “Specimen” and “Material Citation” 
tables.



Discrepancies may be due to a typo in the data, or it may refer to a different 
specimen.



Given the fact that there is no additional data that would support our decision in this 
or the other way, we can leave it undecided whether the pair is a match or not and go 
back to the list without recording any decision.



A careful look at the data field can help your matching decisions.

Matching 

Decisions:

Yes, No, 

Undecided



“Catalog Numbers” are usually strong indications for the matching decision.



However, they can have slightly different appearances between “Specimen” and 
“Material Citation”, receiving red indication.



On the other hand, “Collection Codes” are usually weak indications for the matching 
decision, frequently appearing mistaken.



Discrepant “Dates” are usually strong indications for the “No” decision.



However, they are not so strong indications for the “Yes” decision, since two or more 
material citations can have the same collection date.



“Localities” are usually weak indications for the matching decision because long 
descriptions of the collecting locations can be summarized in different ways in the 
treatments.



However, exceptions are very common and to analyze TreatmentBank and GBIF 
information is always highly recommended for an accurate matching decision.



Good matchings for you!
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